LATIN AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL SATELLITE SYMPOSIUM
(An independent satellite event held in conjunction with the 88th Annual Meeting of the American Thyroid Association®)
Wednesday, October 3, 2018
1:00 PM – 4:00 PM

1:00 PM – 1:05 PM  WELCOME REMARKS   ATA Leadership

1:05 PM – 2:35 PM  UPDATE ON THYROID DYSFUNCTION IN LATIN AMERICA
Co-Chairs: Gabriela Brenta (Argentina) and Alejandro Sosa Caballero (Mexico)

1) Congenital Hypothyroidism (Helton Estrela Ramos, Brazil)
2) TSH Values in Pregnant Women/ Iodine Supplementation (Lorena M. Mosso Gomez, Chile)
3) The Connection Between the Thyroid and Diabetes (Maria Tereza Nunes, Brazil)
4) Pitfalls on Replacement Therapy for Hypothyroidism (Gisah Carvalho, Brazil)
5) A Perspective on Thyroid Hormone Analogs (Denise Carvalho, Brazil)

2:35 PM – 2:45 PM  COFFEE BREAK

2:45 PM – 4:00 PM   ROUND TABLE OF THYROID NODULES AT ATA
Co-Chairs: Fernanda Vaisman (Brazil) and Laura Boucai (Argentina)

Debators: Juan Pablo Pantoja (Mexico), Evandro Vasconcelos (Brazil) and Jose Higino Steck (Brazil)

1. Diagnosis of Thyroid Nodules – Characteristics in Latin America (LA) – (Pedro Saco, Argentina)
2. Alternatives Therapies for Benign Thyroid Nodules – Latin American Trends (Leonardo Rangel, Brazil)
3. Incidence and Survival from Differentiated Thyroid Cancer (DTC) in LA (Denise Momesso, Brazil)
5. Extent of Thyroidectomy for DTC – The Acceptance of the New Trends in LA (Juan Pablo Dueñas, Colombia)
6. Diagnosis and Treatment of Recurrent DTC – How to Deal with in LA? (Erivelto Volpi, Brazil)